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Choose Vertex Roofing in Utah to Install Your Roofing Shingles

Vertex Roofing has been installing shingles on Utah homes and businesses for over 15 years. Roofing shingles are
an integral part of a roof. Shingles help provide a layer of protection against heat and cold weather. Most shingles
are flat and rectangular. Roofing shingles are usually laid starting on the bottom edge. As each layer is placed on the
roof, it overlaps the joints below. Shingles are typically made of various materials including wood, slate, flagstone,
metal and plastic. Shingles are also made from a composite material composed of multiple kinds of substances such
as asphalt shingles. To learn more about the kinds of shingles in use and the type on your roof, contact Vertex
Roofing for a free bid today.

GAF Shingles Installed by Vertex Roofing

Roofing shingles are the most important element of any roof repair or replacement. We offer three different kinds of
roofing materials:

Three-Tab Roofing Shingles: An ideal choice on a limited budget. Ideal for homeowners who need reliable
all-weather shingles that have classic detailing,

Timberline ® Lifetime Roofing Shingles: The #1-selling shingles in North America. These highly popular
shingles are architecturally stylish and also very practically priced. The result? A high-performance shingle.
We have GAF’s proprietary beautiful color blends, Timberline Ultra HD® Shingles have a bold wood-shake
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look with an incredible thickness and a lifetime warranty.

Specialty Lifetime Roofing Shingles: The solution for those who want impact resistance shingles that help
save energy. Also with a lifetime warranty.

Designer Lifetime Roofing Shingles: These are beautiful but also stylish, and exceptionally durable
designer shingles with a lifetime warranty.

Roofing Shingle Prices

People tend to think that roofing is just the cost of the shingles, however, when considering roof repair costs, you
must consider the cost of accessories that are part of any complete roofing system. Roofing Systems consist of the
following components:

Shingles

Underlayment: Felt, Synthetic, Ice & Water Shield

Hip / Ridge cap

Flashing

Drip edge metal

Ventilation (ridge vent)

Pipe boots

Lead & step flashing

Nails, caulking, and other small things

Roofers charge by “squares.” This is a single 10-by-10-foot patch of roof. The average residential roof will use
between 22 and 26 squares when replaced. A roofer will charge for the cost of removing an old roof. A one-story roof
with a single shingle layer will cost between $100 and $150 per square to remove. If you have a double layer it will
cost $115 to $165. A roof with triple layers will cost roughly $125 to $175 per square foot. Prices are generally higher
for roofs that are particularly steep. Prices for asphalt shingles, the common type of shingles, will cost between $120
and $140 per square. Other kind of roofing materials such as slate and clay tiles, wooden shake roofs and roofs
made from metal have higher costs. A typical metal roof will cost between $350 and $1100 per square foot. The
average roof replacement cost will range from $5,000 – $12,000 in total.



Read actual roofing customer reviews here

http://vertexroofingslc.com/review-us/
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